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Booklet review 

As this group is composed by 5/6 different personalities, from different ages and 

backgrounds ; it's interesting to read from all of them. It's like that you can guess the writing 

more litterar from Maria, passionate from Lea, creative and testimonial from Nikola and more 

based on project management from Marta and Aida. Five different writing for one and unique 

« book ». 

You can learn about our personal experience in Palermo but also about our working 

experience in the centres as in CESIE. 

If you are looking for : 

 Practical work for helping you to organize and manage a workshop you can confer to

the part 3 and it's numerous attachment. 

 Testimonial
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INTRODUCTION 

We are a group of six volunteers with working experience in several fields and coming from six different 

countries of Europe: Marta from Cadiz (Spain), Nikola from Beograd (Serbia), Martins from Rezekne (Letonia), 

Aida from Marseilles (France), Maria from Athens (Greece), Lea is half Bosnian and Croatian but born in Slovenia. 

This is a 9 months EVS project called Energy +, in the capital of Sicily, Palermo. The project’s aim was to think, 

develop and implement workshops for the personal and social empowerment of immigrants. This is a pilot 

project; this means that the Energy+ is the first group that works in this project. So developing this project was 

an adventure. 

During these months many things have changed and it was up to this group to adjust itself the different realities 

and situations. 

This group tried to do all its best to work together and with the help of the others. The most important thing is 

always have a goal to reach. 

A couple of time we were lost and with a lot of doubts and questions, but we only needed to find out to the right 

persons to arrive to the proper solution that can help us to go advanced. 

It was a nice life experience for learning that it can open minds and help to find the right way. Thoughts about 

this experience aren’t so simple, this life experience here makes our life sensitive, strong, passionate and with 

wish for helping and a lot understanding for migrant sadness. 
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1. LIFE IN PALERMO

The city is famous for its history, culture, architecture and gastronomy, playing an important role throughout 

much of its existence; it is over 2,700 years old. Palermo is located in the northwest of the island of Sicily, right 

by the Gulf of Palermo in the Tyrrhenian Sea. 

Although it is considered to be a touristic city, the real sense of the city is not hidden in beautiful views and 

postcards. It is more than words and pictures, more than an exotic ghetto. 

 Also, the fact that Roman Catholicism is highly important in Palermitan culture gives a sense of primitivism in 

this society. 

Doing EVS in Palermo is an amazing idea but in reality there are not few obstacles. Energy plus group is a 

multicultural group of people between 25 and 30 years old. We all have diplomas in different fields and coming 

from different backgrounds. We collaborated all together to implement workshops and some of us lived together 

in the same apartment. The community of volunteer in Palermo is large. If we should describe our life the first 

months here in key words, we would choose: heat, party, beach, busy. After, our personal life took more normal 

rhythms and we adjusted better in local community. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Culture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Architecture
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gastronomy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tyrrhenian_Sea
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_Catholic_Church
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One must live here to experience the beauty of Palermo. The city provides many level of parallel realities and 

there are always new things to see, smell, hear and discover and do. 
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2. WORK IN PALERMO (Cf.  Document 1)

The EVS project Energy + is based on working in different workshops dedicated to people hosted in SPRAR 

(hosting centres for asylum seekers). The document 1 is summarizing different phases of the process presented 

as a calendar for the whole project. From the beginning the idea was to give a chance to the migrants to have 

activities which are going to respond to their needs, and avoid to them to spend their time doing nothing and 

losing their motivation. For this there are two different phases : a working/presence time in the centres for 

knowing better them and the organization of the events in and with the help of CESIE (Volunteering coordination 

organization). But as every pilot project, a test phase is indispensable. This first group tests different way of 

working and learning from it's different approaches for being more and more efficient. CESIE organised one 

arrival training with it's new volunteers including activities with migrants issues and the visit of the 5 different 

centres where volunteers are going to be involved as referents. 

1. From the centrers...

During the arrival training with CESIE, after all the visits of the divers centres, the energy + group replied to a 

questionnaire which was evaluating the motivations, abilities and preferences about the different centres seen. 

At the end of June, the repartition of the volunteers in their respective centres was established : 

 Lea : Centro del mondo -For minors-

 Marta : Centro Astalli -For adults and families-

 Aida : Comunità Urbane Solidali -For adults, 18 years old and more-

 Martins : Comunità stellaria -For minors-

 Nikola and Maria : Casa san Francesco -For adults, biggest center-

As the calendar shows it, the presence in the centres started at the end of June and the time spent in was 

different from a volunteer to another. That's explains the different colours used for this item. 

Working in centers SPAR means collaborating with people coming from different countries and having a 

completely different social background, diverse traditions and cultures. This is more that can be described by 

words. There are moments of explosive anger and moments of silent calmness. There are educators more trained 

that care about the migrants and trying to do all their best to help them and there are others not prepared that 

are more distant and criticize them. The relation between the migrants and the operators reflects on the 

volunteers and vice versa. Working and collaborating with all of them enriched our own learning process. 

After a couple of weeks of working in the centre, some adaptations have been done about repartition of 

volunteer's referents and presence time in the centres. Centres needs were totally different, some of them asked 
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for more presence of its volunteer referent and preferred to involve its members more in intern activities. The 

activities made in the centres don't appear on the document 1, but it was about : English, Italian, French, 

mathematic course, exchanges with the guys about their personal projects, daily life activities, some health 

prevention activities, visits/activities at the hospital, identification phases at the port of Palermo, cineforum... 

2. …To CESIE

The energy + volunteers have given a large base of activities and workshops outside of the daily life in the 

communities or centers. The first advice from CESIE, in order to get in touch with these young people and create 

activities and workshops that correspond to their needs, was to work in the centers and communities and 

observe the situation. 

All the biggest workshops organized are going to be developed as : 

- A testimonial way as the workshops “we are the world... out of border”, Football For Friendship (FFF) and

FETE. 

- A guideline for writing a workshop for discovering Palermo example.
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In this part only the IT project is going to be presented, this one was more professional than about social 

inclusion as the others (Excluded FETE project). 

The main motivation of the immigration is about working, so we tried to reply to this need. 

We implemented a workshop on the use of Microsoft office package. Being able to use properly these programs 

is a globally recognized competence. By having a certificate of IT courses on their CV, it will give them a 

competitive advantage in their search for a job. The educational objective is not only to familiarize them with the 

use of p.c., but also to stimulate their confidence to develop new prospects regarding work. We focused on Word, 

Excel and PowerPoint because they are the most commonly used programs. Minimum duration of each lesson 

was 2 hours. Three volunteers organized the workshops. That higher cognitive outcomes are more likely to be 

acquired in small-group courses, so we decided to involve 6 immigrants. 
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In order to actively engage all the participants we tried to provide each of them one laptop and do a 

simultaneous projection from the teacher's laptop, showing points systematically on slides . We adopted a highly 

structured approach of the lessons. We were well prepared in advance, with exercises, tests and manual guides. 

An important aspect considered crucial to engaging participants was the personality and charisma of the 

volunteers. Qualities such as charisma, stimulation, humor, motivation, and excitement are always leading to 

successful workshop. The workshop ended with all participants writing their CV on Europass. 

All the workshops and reunions were multilingual. 

Another training don't appear on the calendar, but it's aim is about teaching English in CESIE. 
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3. FROM THE BASICS TO THE HIGHLIGHTS

PLANNING A WORKSHOP 

After we met the migrants in the centers and we speak with the operators/coordinators, it was the time to come 

back to the office to write the workshops. 

Here we share our Manual: How to realize a workshop? 

1) REFLECTION TIME

To begin this reflection time could be useful to take a white sheet of paper, write down some headings like: topic, 

detail, learning style/ activity, time, materials… that can help you easily to develop your workshop. 

Answering to the following important questions can guide the vision and organization of the workshop 

(brainstorming): 

- What are the needs of the participants?

- What are your objectives of the workshop?

- For how many people?

- In how many sessions you want to develop your workshop?

- What is your budget for the workshop?

When you have the answers to these key questions in a basic vision, it is time to develop the details. 

2) WRITING TIME

When you have the basic vision of your workshop, you are ready to develop all its details. These are all the things 

that you have to manage: 

- Needs:

What are the needs of the participants? The most you tailor the workshop to your audience, the most effective 

the workshop will be. It is very important to be clear about who your audience is. 

What kind of skills and sessions are the most important for your participants? It is important to know your 

audience. 
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- Objectives:

What are your objectives of the workshop? It is important to define the objective first. 

What do you want your workshop to reach?  If you don't know what you want people learn from it, it would be 

very hard to “design” your training workshop. 

- Content:

You need to define all the content that you want to share with your participants. According to the objectives of 

your workshop and with its topic, you have to develop all the contents of the workshop. Planning for every 

session what will be the content to share with the participants. 

 Create an introduction. Decide how you will introduce yourself, the topic and the participant members. 

List the skills and/or topics you will cover. Create a list with topics, subtopics, skills, competences that you 

need to cover. 

Decide on the order of the topics. Depending on the subject of the workshop, it may also be useful to 

introduce and build on each topic, beginning with the simplest or most straight forward topic and concluding 

with the most difficult or complex topic. 

Assign an estimated length of time to each item on the outline. For particularly complicated topics or 

skills, designate a sufficient time in case participants get stuck or have questions. It is also important to factor in 

scheduled breaks during the workshop to give the participants a chance to go the bathroom or stretch their legs. 

You should provide a break; this break will help the participants to refresh their minds, but not more than 10 

minutes for not losing the participants. 

Decide who is going to present every parts of the workshop. If there is more than one trainer in the 

workshop, it is important to clarify who is in charge of every part. 

Determine rules for the workshop. Rules or guidelines such as only one person speak at a time, or raising 

a hand to speak, as well as shutting off any cellphones or distracting devices. 

Decide how you will finish the workshop. You might include a short review of learned knowledges or 

skills, announce the next sessions of the workshops and or implement a participant feedback form. 

- Way of teaching:

Depending on the topic of the workshop, you need to choose between formal or non-formal learning education, 

in some case you can also mix both. 

Every person has a different learning styles and techniques. So it will be interesting to have a mix of the learning 

styles: visual, logical, verbal, aural and physical. 

http://www.learning-styles-online.com/inventory/questions.php?cookieset=y
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- Number of participants:

 How many people? It is important to define the number of participants to manage a good learning process. 

Depending on the topic of the workshop; it can be attended by more or less participants. 

- Choose the location

Where are you going to develop the workshop? You must choose the place, paying attention if this place is 

equipped with equipment necessary (ex : electronics machines, connection points, etc). 

- Choose your dates

For a better organization, it’s good to know what will be the dates of your workshop and how many days you will 

need for it. 

To find right dates, it can be interesting to ask previously the potential participants about their availability for 

their participation. 

- Budget:

What is your budget for the workshop? It is good to know how much money you can spend for the organization 

and implementation of the workshop. According to this budget you will decide the material that you can involve 

in the development of the workshop. This budget/material can be provided by your coordinating organization 

and/or your center (hosting organization). 

- Material:

What material you will need? Looking the plan activities for every working day, you have to write down the 

material which you will need. This might include a flipchart, pens, post it notes, a hand out or slides. Also, the 

guide or extra material that you decide to give to the participants will be your tools in the implementation of 

your workshop. Once you have got your list, you can prepare it in advance, so you have got everything you need 

for the D-day. 

- Publicity and communication:

You can use website and social networks to spread your workshop, in two different ways: 

1) Looking for participants.

2) Sharing the results of it.

You need to inform the participants about the celebration of the workshop, using email or speaking with them 

directly. You should inform them about all the basic information of the workshop: topic, objectives, dates, 

location, duration… 
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NB: Pay attention with the communication of the results. Always ask to the participants if they mind to have their 

pictures/name on facebook for example. The most important is about being careful that these posts could badly 

effect  their personal life. Keep in your mind that some of the migrants are refugees for several reasons. 

- Last check and rehearsal:

Once you complete the design of the workshop, take a last look at all the details and topics of the workshop. 

Rehearsal is an important part of the workshop preparation process. Present your information to your 

colleagues or friends ahead of time, and ask them to give you feedback on the clarity and effectiveness of your 

presentation. You can also proceed to a test phase in the center you are referent to check if it does work well. 

3) EXTRA HELPING INFORMATION:

CREATE MATERIAL SUPPORT (Documents Tools  A,B,C,D,E) 

- Prepare guides or other material for your participants. Convert your presentation outline into an agenda

for participants and/or prepare hard copy handouts of important information or graphs. 

- Use visual tools. Presentation tools, movies, pictures and other elements may be useful in conveying particular

concepts or skills. Choose visual tools that complement your presentation and do not distract attention away 

from your core message or objective.  

NB: Visual tools are very efficient for migrants. You have to always notice that not all of them didn’t study, and an 

effort should be done for doing it in English but also in Italian. They cannot take notes by themselves and they 

can show them to their responsible. 

ENCOURAGING WORKSHOP PARTICIPATION 

Set up the room or space to encourage discussion. Arrange the chairs in a circle shape or a half circle to facilitate 

conversation and establish the rules for a good dialogue or discussion. Ensure a blank piece of paper on a board 

or wall, or a writing board; use the brainstorming or document ideas and notes from the participants. 

Incorporate interactive activities into your workshop. Activities or games can increase engagement and 

participation. Team building and energizers can be useful for creating a team spirit and growing the motivation 

of the participants. 

NB: Pay attention to use activities with a meaning, not only for having fun. 
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Include a questions and answers time. Depending on the ground rules of the workshop, invite participants to 

ask questions or do comments about the workshop. 

POST EVALUATION 

When you finish the workshop, it is important to do an evaluation of it. 

Evaluation should provide: 

-complete reflection of the workshop,

-receiving feedback on the relevance,

-effectiveness and satisfaction of the participants,

-analyzing, like organizers, all the details of the development of the workshop.

Evaluation enables you to learn internally for improving future workshops, more according to the opinions of 

participants and the mistakes that you have done before.  

To know the opinion of participants, at the end of the workshop, you can open directly the discussion or you can 

do writing or speaking questionnaire about: objectives, expectations, content, activities, trainers, location, 

duration, suggestions for improved… 

FINAL REPORT 

For a good finish of your workshop is important the communication between the volunteers-trainer to analyze 

the development of the workshop, the mistakes, the successful points… in order to improve your next 

workshops. (Document2 Report1,2,3) 
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4.OTHER CHALLENGES: TESTIMONIALS

Football for Friendship: 

Project needs to be supported by many things. First what you need to do is to choose the topic and people who 

can be participants. Materials and stuff are really important part too, we did four meetings before starting the 

tournament. Goes really easy when you have nice and positive group of people beside you, actually started to be 

fun. In our case for all outdoor activities we were supported by our colleges, now good friends of us. 

First day we went on a green field, near to the port, that was the place for playing and huge for running. Martins 

and Nikola, maked the chart the day before and all props. Rest of the group, Maria, Lea and Aida were focusing on 

small duties, but also important one, calling the teams for playing, changing results and helping with all 

organizations in general. Marta was photographer. Nikola was a referee together with other guys, Mazlum, Sergio 

and Alessandro. The competition were played in two days with more than four games. Feelings about sharing 

friendly moments makes us really happy now, after all… Sparkles with love and passionate game brings also a bit 

of fight on the court, but that is also part of the game. Everybody was there to play and to show the skills but with 

equal opportunity. Sometimes they miss these moments in life here in Palermo. 

We hope that they enjoyed and this approaching was good. Participants were from casa San Francesco, Astali 

Centro, Centro del Mondo, Stellaria Centro and the positive local people with families. 

Thank you everybody one more time for coming and for all the good moments you shared with us. 
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Fete- Project about soft skills for employability 

In a middle of November CESIE organized a local project for the migrants, co- founded with Erasmus plus 

program. Target group of the people were young and motivated guys from centers. The project provided them 

with the opportunity to gain and improve their work experience as well as their soft skills, which can be used as 

a significant experience for their professional  future. Place was in via Roma, CESIE office. 

Fifteen young guys were enjoying the aims, how to prepare CV for a job research, how to have a good job 

interview and how to learn non-formal methods.  
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The workshops focused on how to develop competences and reach goals for the values in front future employers. 

And the feedback was positive. Energy+ group was really careful in selection for the future steps in all project. 

Making the videos for full explanations how one job interview looks like. Public speaking on three languages was 

just the part of the workshop. We were also supported by our coordinator and mentor. 

 The second phase is about an  internship opportunity for three months, in an area which they would like to work 

in. 

They received certificates at the end of this project, during a small ceremony was organized in NGO office of 

Moltivolti. They also received a “Voucher” as a compensation for their participation to the whole workshop. They 

receive two other vouchers if they go further and do the internship until the end. This vouchers should be spend 

in on specific place of Palermo and during limited periods for each.  
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We are the world out of borders 

Intercultural exchange 

Our first workshop had intercultural subject. It was our first organized approach towards the immigrants. It took 

place in the office of CESIE. Three to four immigrants participated from every community and center. Also, 

volunteers from other projects participated. It was all about introduction to different cultures through playful 

activities. There was 3 meetings. During the introductory session, we were all really nervous. The anxiety 

evaporated quickly when we started the activities. The fourth and last meeting took place in Moltivolti where 

each of the participants had to present his country, with PowerPoint presentation, video, photos etc. We 

experienced dramatic results. We enjoyed working with a variety of different people and we gained their 

confidence. This workshop helped to improve our work also in the centers and communities. 
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4. LEARNING FROM EXPERIENCE

Making the advices is always hard to say or to put like an explanation, but here below you can find some tips, in 

order just to help. 

- Be on time for the meetings, remember that you are working in a team

- Find the solutions for group working

- Share everything what is on your mind, you never know who can be motivated by your facts

- Be sure that your fellow understood everything

- Make your future research well done, with proposals of others

- Listen the people but don’t be a robot

- Be creative and do not waste your time

- Learn the language of country where you want to stay for your EVS

- Hang out with Erasmus folks an attend their events with Universities

- Don’t be afraid of taking intiatives

- Make your time better with sweet places (brioscia)

- Don’t be ashamed

- Add life to your days, not days to your life

This and many things, you should need to do with and by your heart. And remember, there is always way to 

achieve something, even if not exactly what we wanted but something which might be also good. 
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INSTEAD OF A CONCLUSION 

“Life is not a joke. 

Take it easy with expect NOTHING. 

You don’ t have to do nothing alse, 

just LIVE.” 

“La vita non e’ uno scherzo. 

Prendila sul serio senza aspettarti NULLA. 

Non avrai altro a che fare, 

che VIVERE.” 

Cit. NAZIM HIKMET 
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ATTACHMENTS 



Calendar of Energy+ most important Activities Document 1

June July August September October November December January February

Administrative stuff

Arrival training -CESIE-

Arrival Training -Roma-

Italian course Lea/Marta/Aida

Intalian course 
Martins/Nikola/Maria

Work with CESIE

Work with the centers

Let's know better the centers

Workshop 1 : We are the world 
out of borders

Worshop 2 : Football For 
Friendship

Worshop 3 : Exploring Palermo

Whorshop 4 : Corso di 
informatica

Midterm training -Napoli-

Workshop 4 : FETE 

Booklet 

Final evaluation



 Document 2

Activity report 1

Workshop #3 : Workshop #3 : 16th, 18th september to 19th September 2015

Subject: Exploring Palermo worshop rapport

Preparation phase
Reflexion time:

2 sessions dedicated :
- 27th august : All the morning.  1st with Lea, Aida, Marta and Daria (mentor) to define the next
project.
→ After the 2nd workshop visibility of a need : Knowing better Palermo city and its culture

- 3th september : 2nd reflexion day. Marta, Aida and 2 guys of different centers went around the city
in order to define the places to visit and the questions to ask for the first day of the workshop.
Proposition made to Maria to join the workshop with her ideas and some guys of her center.

Writing time :
→ The workshop project :
2 appointements with Marta, Maria and Aida for writing the project.
The description was sent to Roberta On the 9th september  ( Cf. Document tool A).
Objective :

– To correct it
– To confirm or no the availability of the previsional budget
– To choose the dates for the worshop
– To do the official communication to the different center's responsibles.

→ The tools/ Material :
3 sessions of half day for thinking about it and the creation.
11th september afternoon : (Marta, Maria, Aida).

– Visit cards about the enegy plus group (Cf. Document tool B)
– Treasure hunt support/map in English and Italian (Cf. Document tool D)
– Reminders : to look for maps on the tourism point for the first day, to ask for the material

needed and to prenote the training room for half an hour the first day.

CESIE
Registered office: Via B. Leto 1 - 90040 Trappeto (PA)
Operative office: Via Roma 94 - 90133 Palermo, Italy | C.F.97171570829 | Tel: +39 0916164224 - Fax: +39 091 6230849 www.cesie.org

CESIE is a non-profit organisation officially recognized by the Italian Government since 2001 and an ECSO (Civil Society Organisation with member 
organisations in more than 8 European countries) recognized by the European Commission DG EAC. 
CESIE is accredited by the University of Palermo for internships and by the Sicilian Region for Vocational Training and orientation.



– Ideas for the museum session : to define the support (word, video, ppt, ...)

14th september : Maria, Aida (Marta sent her part later)
– Theorical part about museum : definition, history, …
– Personnal part about museums in different countries (volunteers countries : Greece,

France and Spain).

Lack of time for having physical appointements in CESIE, the rest of the work was done at home. 
The communication by e-mail was used.

15t september :
– Maria sent the first version of the “treasure hunt” rules, Aida completed and corrected this

version. The definitive english document was sent to Marta and Maria for the validation.
Daria helped for the Italian version. Maria sent the english parts of the ppt wrote on the
14th and added one Italian part and the museum in greece.

– Daria sent the translation for the Italian version for the “treasure hunt” document
– Validation of the format of this document by Marta, Maria and Daria.
– Marta sent her version for museum in Spain.

Rapid Meeting for printing different documents in CESIE (programme of the workshop, “Energy + 
cards, treasure hunt documents), and meeting planned for finishing the ppt on the 18th morning.

– 18th september :
Marta wasn't available for the meeting. Few minutes before the beginning Maria canceled her 
participation because of a technical problem in her flat.
Aida finalized the ppt and sent it to the other girls for the last modifications and validation 2hours 
before the beginning of the workshop. (Cf. Document tool E).

CESIE
Registered office: Via B. Leto 1 - 90040 Trappeto (PA)
Operative office: Via Roma 94 - 90133 Palermo, Italy | C.F.97171570829 | Tel: +39 0916164224 - Fax: +39 091 6230849 www.cesie.org

CESIE is a non-profit organisation officially recognized by the Italian Government since 2001 and an ECSO (Civil Society Organisation with member 
organisations in more than 8 European countries) recognized by the European Commission DG EAC. 
CESIE is accredited by the University of Palermo for internships and by the Sicilian Region for Vocational Training and orientation.



       Document 2

Activity report 2

Workshop #3 : 16th, 18th september to 19th September 2015

Subject: Exploring Palermo worshop rapport

Prévious workshops :
1. We are the world... out of borders (4 sessions/afternoons)
2. Football for friendship (2 sessions/afternoons)

Post realization feedback
Day 1. Start : 16:00.  End : after 18:50.
Objectives : - Read a map & use it to move around the city center

- Know more about Palermitan culture : monuments, food, events, ...
- Meet the local population and to ask information

Resullts:
Were Present : 7 Participants, 3 referent volunteers (Marta, Maria, Aida), 2 friends of participants. 
Budget : 1.70 E * 10 persons = 17,70E for the ice cream break. Activities:
-Meeting at CESIE, presentation : Energy+ group and participants, Distribution of the programme of the
entire workshop, the game instructions and maps. Explanations “How to read the map”. 3, 2, 1... Go.
- Guys preferred to play in one and unic group than in small groups.
- Read with them the steps of the game (useful for whom who cannot read).
- Guys were using their maps. For some, it was the first time they were using it.
- Question about Palermitan cuisine : One of them asked to a Palermitan woman after encouraging him
- Break : order one gelato. Most of them didn’t know what to say.
- Go to the cathedral : some guys were ashamed to go inside because of their religion.
- End of session : later than planned.

Comment :
- Numerous group : lack of autonomy for some of them , but nice for the most shy people who
participated to all of the session.
- surprise Participants out of CESIE. Be flexible, and find adapted solution for the activity, budget, ...
- For the church, it would be maybe nice to say before to them and to speak about it, inter-religious

CESIE
Registered office: Via B. Leto 1 - 90040 Trappeto (PA)
Operative office: Via Roma 94 - 90133 Palermo, Italy | C.F.97171570829 | Tel: +39 0916164224 - Fax: +39 091 6230849 www.cesie.org

CESIE is a non-profit organisation officially recognized by the Italian Government since 2001 and an ECSO (Civil Society Organisation with member 
organisations in more than 8 European countries) recognized by the European Commission DG EAC. 
CESIE is accredited by the University of Palermo for internships and by the Sicilian Region for Vocational Training and orientation.



dialogue would be a nice theme for a short workshop session. It could be useful for everybody.

2  nd   day. Start :  after 16:00, end : 18:00
Objectives : - To introduce/refresh knowledge about museum history.

- What's about museums in different countries : Italy, greece, France and Spain.
- Pratical part : Let's go to a museum (Free entrance).

Results     :
- 4 Participants from Two different centers only.
- Almost one hour spent at CESIE (participant's list to sign, wait for the others, ppt, discussions
about the theme and personal experience).
- Marta made the introduction of the 2nd and the 3rd sessions
- Maria conducted the ppt in English version (Document tool E)
- Aida was translating it in Italian. (¾ participants didn't speak english, ¼ understand only arabic).
- Marta, Maria and Aida presented by themselves their respective parts in Italian.
- Exchange between personal expérience of participants.
- Departure for the museum with the map !

Comment :
One participant came with his map, and was trying to find the place by himself.
Marta took the initiative to comment some expositions and read some texts for them.
One participant translated from the Italian to the arabic language to another one when needed.   

Day 3. Start : 10: 00, end : almost 15:00.
Objective : To Escape from the city center and discover the nature of Palermo.

Results     :
Meeting point : Cesie at 10:00. 6 Participants. Budget : 1.40*12 = 16.80E (Bus tickets).
For 5/6 participants, it was the first time they went out of the city center (to Monte Pelligrino 
specifically).
Comment :
- Ask in advance who is coming for next sessions.
- Be in touch with all the participants for not waiting a missing person.
- Think about a picnic.
- Include evaluations : feedback from participants and volunteers responsible.
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 Document 2

Activity report 3

Workshop #3 : 16th, 18th september to 19th September 2015

Subject: Exploring Palermo worshop rapport

Post realization

Lack of material :
No camera or no memory on the phones/ bad quality of image. 
To do :

- To post some pictures on energy plus plus facebook account.
NB : Ask to the participants if it’s possible to put their pictures on facebook.  One participant
told that he could have problems with the police in his country.
- To make communication about next workshops if already planned.
Comment :
- Impossibility to put the pictures taken by Aida on the facebook account, change of the
passwords.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
To remember :
It's easier to work with a small group, good and spontaneous repartition of work.

For next worshop(s) :
- Correct the programme and the treasure hunt document
- Involve more the guys before the worshop : give the theme, the days, engagement for 3 days,
…
- Take some minutes to speak about the rules during the worshop
- Evaluations (Speaking and/or writting)  every session or at least at the last one
- For the volunteer referent : exchange references with participants from the center where
she/he is involved. Wich means : having their number phone, the list of the participants, the
days they can join or no, … Strong facilitator.
- Provide one picnic day.
- Rapport for each step to exchange about the experience.
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Document Tool 1
EXPLORING PALERMO PROJECT DOCUMENT

Wrote by :
Marta M.R. (Spanish volunteer)
Maria F. (Greek Volunteer).
Aida Houria A. (French volunteer)

OBJECTIVES: - To Get more confident about Palermo
- To Know culture of the city
- To Know the history of Palermo
- To Meet the local people and speak Italian with them
- To Challenge the guys with different activities

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS: 2 or 3 participants/center
NUMBER OF DAYS: 3 days (afternoons)
DATES:  16, 18 & 19th september  2015
TIMETABLE: 16:00 -18:00  1st & 2nd day, morning for the 3rd day (starting from 10 : 00)

ACTIVITIES:

Day 1
Meeting place: Cesie, Via Roma 94, Palermo.
1) Presentation Energy+, the Workshop, facebook page, ...

15 minutes- Aida e Marta (Cf. Document tool B)

2) How to read a map? 15 minutes- Marta

Go around  1hour and 30 minutes  All together 

3) We want to see you with Garibaldi statue (Picture with the clock)

4) Check in the map and go to Villa Guilia

5) Find 3 names of Palermitan food and order a gelato by yourself

6) Break and gelato

7) Check in the map and go to Villa Garibaldi

8) Take a photo with old Palermitan people (people living in Palermo for more than 5 years).

9) Check in the map and go to Quatro Canti   Give us one name of places that you can find
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there (church, piazza, universities...).

10) Go to the Cathedral and look for two people not from Italy

11) For finishing : take a photo with the clock in the cathedral

Material and budget :
- 10 maps
- 13 palermitan deserts (around 20 E)
(- Camera)

Day 2
Meeting place: Cesie, Via Roma 94

1) Presentation of the day- Why to go to the museum ? 15 minutes  Maria and Aida
2) Presentation about our countries and Italy museums  20 minutes  All
3) Let's go the the Archeological museum !
4) Theatro Massimo  and discover what is the performance of the month ?

Take a group picture

Material and budget :
– Projector and computer
– To prenote the trainining room for at least 30 minutes.

Day 3
Discover or discover again The nature of Palermo (Monte Pellegrino).
Put your shoes and walk, open your eyes and admire the view.

Material and budget : 
Bus tickets : 9 tickets go and back.
Juice and biscuits for the picnic.

Reminder of OTHER TASKS :
- Reservation of the CESIE's training room for the 16th and 18th of   september for 16:00
- Brouchure about facebook information ready  for the distribution
- Send  the official e-mail to the centers on Friday

AFTER OR DURING – TASK
- Upload and share things and photos on Facebook.
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Document Tool B

Energy + group

Members : Marta, Maria, Aida, Lea, Martins & Nikola

Facebook group : Energy plus plus

Football for friendship facebook page : FFF- energy +

Energy + group

Members : Marta, Maria, Aida, Lea, Martins & Nikola

Facebook group : Energy plus plus

Football for friendship facebook page : FFF- energy +

Energy + group

Members : Marta, Maria, Aida, Lea, Martins & Nikola

Facebook group : Energy plus plus

Football for friendship facebook page : FFF- energy +

Energy + group

Members : Marta, Maria, Aida, Lea, Martins & Nikola

Facebook group : Energy plus plus

Football for friendship facebook page : FFF- energy +

Energy + group

Members : Marta, Maria, Aida, Lea, Martins & Nikola

Facebook group : Energy plus plus

Football for friendship facebook page : FFF- energy +

Energy + group

Members : Marta, Maria, Aida, Lea, Martins & Nikola

Facebook group : Energy plus plus

Football for friendship facebook page : FFF- energy +



Document Tool C

PROGRAMMA

 “ESPLORAZIONE DI PALERMO”

Carissimi,
Benvenuti alla prima sessione di “alla scoperta di Palermo”. 
Il centro della città è pieno di storia e tesori che possiamo 
esplorare assieme. Prendete la vostra mappa, la vostra 
macchina fotografica e… partiamo!  

     Il gruppo di Energy+ .

MERCOLEDì 16 SETTEMBRE 2015

16:00 TO 18:00  Exploring Palermo
What you need : Good shoes, sun glasses, your smile 

VENERDì 18 SETTEMBRE 2015

16:00 TO 18:00  Do you know well the museum ?
What you need : Pen, map and your attention.

SABATO 19 SETTEMBRE 2015

10:00 TO 13:00 Small Trip to Monte Pellegrino
 What you need: Good shoes, cap, sunglasses…
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 Document tool D
Carissimi,
Benvenuti alla prima sessione di “alla scoperta di Palermo”. Il centro della città è
pieno  di  storia  e  tesori  che  possiamo  esplorare  assieme.  Prendete  la  vostra
mappa, la vostra macchina fotografica e… partiamo!  

   Il gruppo di Energy+ .

1) Fai una foto vicino alla statua di Garibaldi e l’orologio che si trova alla stazione centrale
2) Guarda nella mappa e vai a  VILLA GUILIA.
3) Trova 3 nomi di cibi tipici di Palermo:
1. ……………………………………………………………………………………......................................................……………
2. ……………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................……
3. ……………………………………………………………………………………………......................................................……

Pausa!

4) Guarda nella mappa e vai a Villa Garibaldi .
5) Fai una foto con alcune persone di Palermo.
6) Guarda nella mappa e vai ai Quattro Canti. Dacci 3 nomi dei luoghi che vedi. (chiesa, piazza,
università, ...).
1. …………………………………………………………………………………………..............................................................…
2. ………………………………………………………………………………………..............................................................……
3. …………………………………………………………………………………………..............................................................…

7) Vai in Cattedrale  e parla con 2 persone che non sono italiane … Trascrivi le  informazioni
che ti hanno fornito.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………….................................................…
……………………………………………………………………………………………………….................................................…
……………………………………………………………………………………………………….................................................…
………………………………………………………………………………………………….................................................………
……………………………………………………………………………………………….................................................…………
8) Fai una foto con l’orologio della cattedrale sullo sfondo.
Fine… continua.

P.S. : Non dimenticare di condividere tutte le foto nel gruppo di  Energy plus plus su Facebook. 
Grazie ragazzi.
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Exploring   Palermo

“The   Museum „ 

Venerdí 18 settembre 2015 

By : Marta, Maria and Aida 



Plan 
• 1. What´s a museum ?

Origin

 Definition

 Localisation

• 2. Musem in France, Greece, Spain & Italy



What’s a museum ? (1) 
 Origin :

From the Greek “Mouseion”, name given to a
sanctuary dedicated to the Muses.

 Definition :

Institution that conserves a collection of
artifacts and other objects of artistic, cultural,
historical, or scientific importance.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Collection_%28museum%29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artistic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cultural
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Historical
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scientific


What’s a museum ? (2) 
It makes them available for public viewing 
through exhibits that may be permanent or 
temporary.  

Localisation :

Most large museums are located in major
cities throughout the world and more local
ones exist in smaller cities.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Display_case


In France 

 In 2010 :

More than 1200 museums in France

Including  57 in the capital “Paris”.

One of the most attended is the “Louvre” 
museum in Paris. This is on of the most large, 
beautiful and prestigious museum in the world. 
It´s a museum of art and antiquities. 





In Greece 

 Video about Acropolis museum :

www.youtube.com/watch?v=E2gWTDwQMhg

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E2gWTDwQMhg


In spain (1) 

According to the“TripAdvisor” website the top 3 
of museums are (based on people opinion) :

 In Madrid, Museo del Prado, one of the best
museum of art around the world, the people
said: “Only for going to Madrid for visiting this
museum is a good idea”.

 In Madrid, 2nd more popular, Museo  Thyssen-
Bornemisza, collection of paintings. People said :
“Incredible! (…) really good!”



Museo del Prado (Madrid) 



In Spain (3) 

Museo  Thyssen- 
Bornemisza 



In Spain (4) 

 In Bilbao, Museo Guggenheim de Bilbao,
important because it has an extraordinary
architecture. People said: “Impossible to not
visit this wonderful museum and the city”.



In Spain (5) 

 Andalusian region, Malaga city. It´s about the
famous painter Pablo Picasso, Museo Picasso.



In Italy 

 Galleria degli Uffizi, Firenze : 

 It´s the most visited in Italy and at the 20th
place in the world.

 It´s one of the oldest artistic heritage and
most famous in the world. Open to the public
since 1765. It shows the finest collection of
Italian paintings in the world and the works of
all the great European masters.



Uffizi  
gallery 



In Palermo ? 

 Bla bla bla
Now Let´s go to … The Museum !

 Exercice :

• 1) Name 3 things you have seen in the exposition.

• 2) What is the name of the statue in the patio ?

• 3) What do you think about this museum?
What did you find interesting or not interesting ?
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